
Puzzled Pint is not a competitive event. We encourage you to ask Game Control (GC) for hints as often as 
you’d like. Our goal is for you to have fun, not to be frustrated! While we like to theme our puzzle sets, 
our puzzles do not require special knowledge of the theme to solve. Nonetheless, you are allowed to use 
the internet for general knowledge queries when solving, if needed. When you’ve solved all four puzzles, 
confirm your answers with GC, and you’ll get the final metapuzzle, which requires the previous puzzle 
answers to solve.  When you’re all finished, please return this answer sheet to Game Control, along with 
your code sheet and any borrowed items like pencils, tape, or scissors. Returning your answer sheet with 
an accurate count of your team size will allow us to make sure that we have enough space for everyone 
at our venues in future months and that we have enough puzzle packets available. Additionally, you’ll be 
able to see how your time ranks relative to other teams worldwide on our web site.  

To provide any feedback on your experience tonight, please visit  
http://www.puzzledpint.com/feedback  

Thanks, and we sincerely hope you enjoy your evening! — Puzzled Pint GC 

Welcome to Puzzled Pint! 
Answer Sheet

Tonight your packet contains four puzzles. Each puzzle will somehow solve to a short 
word or phrase. If you’re joining us for the first time tonight, please read our Puzzling 
Basics page by going to http://www.puzzledpint.com/basics or by scanning the QR 
code. Note the “How to solve” section that discusses puzzle techniques like indexing 
and using the code sheet, which should have been provided to you along with your 
packet. 

Puzzling
Basics

Question of the Month:  
Has anyone from your team done Puzzled Pint in a different city? 

YES/NO

Team Name: 							Team Size:  

Start Time: End Time: 

 

 

 

 

   

The Route

The Map

Cocktails

The Casino

Meta: Great American Songbook
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My Excellent Trip Album
All The Way To R### 

REM 
Dock Of The Bay 

Otis R###### 
S## F######## 

Scott McKenzie 
L.#. Woman 

The Doors 
N###### and Pins 

The Searchers 
Viva L## V#### 

Elvis Presley 
B#### Street 

Gerry Rafferty 

My Excellent Trip Album
Is This The Way To A#######  

Tony Christie 
A########## 

Neil Young 
E# P### 

Marty Robbins 
Annie’s Song 

John D##### 
D##### 

Alan Jackson 

Road Trip Journal Part 1 & 2:

“Are you sure we’re on the right Highway?” Ian asked. 
“Of course,” I replied, “I drew the map myself.” 
“Do you know which roads to take? There’s so many. Perhaps I should 
navigate?” 
“Come off it Ian!” I scoffed. “You got lost in the town square! I’ve looked 
at all possible routes, these are the only rational choices.” 
“Which town? Names are important, you know!” cried Ian, “Besides, I 
traced my way back eventually.” 
“I guess ‘not all those who wander are lost’!” Smirked Terry, but Ian didn’t 
seem to get the reference. 
Oliver started searching for something in the back of the van. 
“What’s up mate? What are you looking for?” Usain asked. 
“I’m looking for something we need on our road trip.” 
“Can’t you just chill out and enjoy the music?” Neil asked, a little irritated. 
“The music’s not important right now! It was the only things in this 

box! How am I going to enjoy a brew without it?"

The Route

“This map is awful!” Neil complained. “Since when have there been 
mountains in Kansas? Did you draw this with your eyes shut?!” 
“Are you saying I don’t have the map-maker’s touch?” I replied. 
“It’ll be a relief to get to the motel,” moaned Neil, “I hate having to do this 
in the dark.” 
“Just read the map!” I told him. “I’ve a feeling you’ll see just how much 
of a cartographer I am! This’ll get us to the motel with ease!”

The Map
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My Excellent Trip Album
Walking In M###### 

Marc Cohn 
Meet Me In S# L#### 

Judy Garland 
Last Train To C########## 

The Monkees 
The C######### 

James P Johnson 
Lifestyles Of The Rich And 
Famous 

Good C######## 

Road trip Journal Part 3: Cocktails

In L.A. we went for a pub crawl with a twist. We left the car at the motel, 
flagged down a taxi and made our way to Hollywood.  Standard pub crawl 
rules applied, except that, in addition, each one of us would have to find a 
pair of stars on the Walk of Fame, and design a cocktail in their honour. 

Oliver Reynolds mixed up CRUEL HAITI SANGRIA 
for the singer that knows ‘What A Girl Wants’ and MAMA 
MID-HULA for a former heavyweight boxing champion. 

Usain Thomson created GLASS ‘N’ RICE for the 
magician noted for their ‘Mindfreak’ TV series and RICH’S 
NEON DOLL for the actor that played Batman’s 
counterpart, Robin. 

Ian Atkinson concocted OIL AND DENIM for a singer-
songwriter famous for ‘Sweet Caroline’ and ‘Cracklin’ Rosie’  
and ELFISH UNDERTAKER for a ‘Lost Boy’. 

Morris Outhwaite shook up HAIRY OLD REV for Stan 
Laurel’s comedy partner and INSULT OR ORGASM for 
a famous jazz trumpeter. 

Terry Nolan blended RESTYLE PERM in honor of the 
legendary actor that has won three Academy Awards for her 
roles, and LOSING ADRENALIN for the actor most 
famous for her role in a ‘90s sci-fi show. 

Neil Johnson’s cocktails were RAZOR-THIN LEECH, 
for the South African born actor famous for her roles as 
Aileen Wuornos and Furiosa and DUELLING TOKEN, 
for the band leader and jazz legend for whom Stevie Wonder 
wrote a song in tribute. 

After each member of the party had pointed out their drinks’ merits it 
signalled the end of the night. 

“Initially I thought this was a capital idea,” slurred Morris, “but now 
I’m in a right state.” 
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My Excellent Trip Album
Bye Bye Baby 

B## C### Rollers 
Don’t Call Me Baby 

M###### Avenue 
If You Leave Me Now 

C###### 
Feel The Need In Me 

D###### Emeralds 
C###### 

Frank Sinatra 
Son Of A Preacher Man 

Dusty S########## 
Christopher C####### 

Fats Waller 

Road trip Journal Part 4: The Casino

We had to play some poker in Vegas. 

The final hand was epic, even though nobody was dealt a pair in hand. 

One player, first to fold, before even the flop had been dealt, was not happy. 

“That’s the worst possible hand in Hold ‘Em!” He grumbled, oblivious to 

poker etiquette. 

The card in Oliver’s right hand had given him a pair on the flop, but he 

ended up folding before the river. 

Ian folded 4th, having chased an inside straight that he’d seen on the flop, 

though he didn’t get so much as a pair. 

Terry had two pair with the turn card, and thought his luck was in. 

The third player to fold, his luck having run its course, had a queen in his 

left hand. 

Neil folded next after Usain, refusing to chase an inside straight any 

further. 

Morris won the pot. 

“I really want to know what you had!”  Oliver pleaded. 

“Sorry,” said Morris, “you all folded! But I’ll tell you this: once I saw the 

river I knew I could blow you off the map!” 

What hands did the players fold? And what did Morris contribute to the 

road trip? 
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Flop: The first three cards that are dealt after the 
initial round of betting 
Inside Straight: A hand with four of the five 
cards needed for a straight, but missing one in the 
middle. 
Turn: The fourth card to be dealt, following which a 
period of betting usually takes place 
River: The final card to be dealt, following which the 
final period of betting usually takes place 

Poker Hands by Rank: 
Royal Flush:  The highest hand in poker.  Consists 
of:  Ten, Jack, Queen, King and Ace all in the same 
suit. 

 
Four of a Kind:  Four cards of the same 
denomination. 
Full House:  Three cards of one denomination and 
two cards of another denomination. 

 
 

 
Two Pairs:  Two sets of two cards of the same 
denomination and any fifth card. 
Pair:  Two cards of the same denomination and any 
three unmatched cards. 
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FLOP TURN RIVER

Terry

Usain Ian

Morris

NeilOliver

Road trip Journal Part 4: The Casino

Left Hand Right Hand
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Straight Flush: Five cards in sequence all the
same suit.

Flush: Five cards all in the same suit.
Straight: Five cards of any suit in sequence.
Three of a Kind: Three cards of the same
denomination and two unmatched cards.


